
Violent Ends (White Monarch, #2) By Jessica Hawkins I am eager to read the conclusion to this
trilogy because I have a feeling that she is going to come into her own woman finally!!! I had been
warned there was a major cliffhanger at the end of this book. Our violent ends ebook and there
sure was! I am so glad that I waited to read this trilogy all at once so that I can dive right into the
conclusion! I am eager for all of the secrets to come to light. Our violent ends book I also am
hoping for a certain couple to give into there urges!!! This trilogy is going down as my favourite for
2019! I don’t have a lot this year but The White Monarch series for sure belongs at the top of the
list! Violent Ends (White Monarch.

Our violent ends pdf

I am in angst heaven �� frustratingly beautiful angst heaven!This book picks off where Violent
Delights ends and let me tell you I have been waiting patiently for this book. Our violent ends book
I am not going to deny the fact that I screamed bloody murder after that ending! I was in a blissful
state of mind when BAM! That bloody cliffhanger!I hate reading 'reviews' where the entire storyline
is spilled so don't be surprised that this is a spoiler free review. Our violent ends book Do I
recommend this series? HECK YA! Violent Ends (White Monarch #2) The ruling of a kingdom the
takedown of dangerous threats along with sacrifices and betrayals are all in a days work when
you’re a part of the cunning and cutthroat world of one of the most powerful cartels in Mexico. Our
violent ends epub After barely surviving the cliffhanger in book one I was more than ready to get
some answers and see how this new dynamic was going to play out between Natalia and Christiano.
Our violent ends pdf download I have to say that as much as I enjoyed Christiano in the Violent
Delights I fell in love with him in this book!! He gave everything that I was asking for and he never
held back when it came to saying what he wanted and going after it. Violent ends podcast From
the very first chapter he was this force of nature and you wanted nothing more than to be swept up
in his aura regardless of the consequences and don’t even get me started on the dirty talk!!! As for
Natalia she irritated me in this book and I wanted more from her. Violent ends book summary I
wanted her to be stronger instead of her saying the words but at the same time I feel she’s going to
give us everything in the final book so I’m keeping my fingers crossed for that. Violent ends llc
Now let’s talk about this cliffhanger shall we? My anxiety just went straight through the roof with
that ending!! What are we supposed to until November? That’s what I said folks NO. Our violent
ends pdf Will Christiano have a Queen by his side to help him rule? Or will they no longer have an
empire?     Violent Ends (White Monarch #2) I have DIED. Our violent ends book 25 starsSomeone
should remind me that I have only finished my midterms not the whole semester and I shouldn’t be
binge reading a new series because I can’t stop! This series is really captivating and I can’t stop
reading it. Our violent ends free pdf Now I’ll keep on ignoring my responsibilities and start the
third book because that ending was awful! Song recommendation:Take me to church by Hozier
Stairway to heaven by Led Zeppelin My kind of love by Leon Else Violent Ends (White Monarch #2) I
devoured the second instalment of the White Monarch series!!! I am hooked on all that is going on
and especially the sexual tension between Natalia and Cristiano! Whew! These two if they ever get
around to doing the deed. Our violent ends book And I loved getting into the nitty-gritty of who
our hero truly is--that man is a BEAST so magnetic dark and decadent and alluring! Just thinking of
his name gives me shivers. These violent ends book An unforgettable sequel! I am blown away!
And I NEED MORE like yesterday! Violent Ends (White Monarch #2) 5 Stars! (ARC provided by
author) Natalia Cruz is a beautiful 20 yr. Our violent ends epub This series excites me and keeps
me dying for more!!! Jessica really has written an intriguing fabulous series! I'm completely hooked!
This book is not a standalone and must be read after book 1 Violent Ends. Our violent ends pdf
Violent Ends (White Monarch #2) ONE GIRL CAUGHT BETWEEN TWO BROTHERS!Books in White
Monarch series should be read in order:Book 1: Violent DelightsBook 2: Violent EndsBook 3: Violent
Triumphs Violent Ends (White Monarch #2) Stumped. Our violent ends pdf Words!!! You can
knock me down with a feather and give me hammer so I can knock the traitors to a pulp!! Jessica



chokes you with a sensational story that will send a shiver up your spineGawwwwd Calavera Cartel
is rubbing off on me. Our violent ends epub Natalia is taking hesitant reluctant steps towards
maturity her eyes are opening and she's being forced to look at the Vista in front of her a little more
closely and whole lot clearly, Our violent ends book Violent Ends is a slow burn torture of
unimaginable sexual raw chemistry and power: Violent ends llc You know the saying sinfully hot?
This man is the perfect example, Our violent ends pdf I felt a mixture of fear and heart palpitating
giddiness every time I read a part of the book that had Cristiano in it, Our violent ends pdf
download Violent Ends showed us a Violent Delights and the repercussions of what some the
characters will have to face going forward: Our violent ends free pdf Not a stranger to violence or
the drug world Natalia knows that the one that is golden besides power is loyalty, Our violent ends
book After making a huge sacrifice for the sake of a loved one those seven letters will ultimately
turn out to be a blessing and a curse. Our violent ends epub With Christiano now in the mix can
these two survive each other without burning an empire to the ground? “I am not your pawn: Our
violent ends free pdf You can move me around bury me sell me berate me but you wont break me:
Our violent ends book I couldn’t understand some of her own conclusions despite the writings
being written on the wall and she way too naïve for me. Our violent ends ebook BER!! that’s
straight up torture for me! With that being said I can’t wait to see what’ going to happen next.
Violent ends llc Jessica really nailed it when it comes to this incredible series, Our violent ends
ocean of pdf Book 2 completely lived up to the hype passion and complete madness that took
precedent in my heart. Our violent ends pdf To not give anything away and trust me it’s hard if
you haven’t touched book one i will keep this short and spoiler free: These violent ends book For a
Cartel leader who shows no emotions this man was fierce lethal and without even trying completely
romantic, Our violent ends pdf Natalia is still figuring out what is right and wrong who she can
trust and how her heart has done a 180 even though she still doesn’t recognize that last part. Our
violent ends ebook I loved seeing her blossom into the queen she was born to be, Our violent
ends book The only thing keeping me going is knowing it’s not over yet. Violent ends podcast
Natalia still kind of getting on my nerves because everything is so obvious and she still choose to be
so naive: Violent ends podcast I really liked Christiano in book one but I loved him more in this
book. Violent ends podcast it’s going to be absolutely explosive! It has been a bit frustrating
watching Natalia fight her attraction to her husband #2)

OMGGGGGGGGGGGG. Our violent ends book How am I supposed to survive until Violent
Triumphs? How? Tell me howwwwww?! This storyline is so my fucking jam, Our violent ends pdf
download The detail the well thought-out-ness (yes I know that's not a word lol): Violent ends
podcast Add in the delicious drive-you-insane slow burn that fires to life between Cristiano and
Natalia and it is simply EVERYTHING, Our violent ends ebook To say I'm living for this couple
right now is an understatement, Our violent ends epub I can't get enough of their world and I
don't know what the hell to do with myself as I wait on the next book: These violent ends book It
slaughters your soul and leaves you bleeding out for more more more more: Our violent ends book
wow! Truly The White Monarch series is for me a bookworms dream, Our violent ends book The
writing is beyond exceptional! And the characters are larger than life. Our violent ends book She



pushes and pulls pushes and pulls pushes and pulls and it's downright torturous: These violent
ends book Overall what more do I say? Get ready for a ride get ready to feel all the things: Our
violent ends book Their story has so much grit so many layers and I'm so in love. Our violent
ends epub old woman who grew up in Mexico in a world full of danger and power where loyalty and
family was everything: Violent ends llc She's ready to marry the man she see's her future with
when things take a drastic turn: Violent ends llc Between two brothers she's caught in a game
where her fate has been sealed by the actions of others, These violent ends pdf She feels tricked
betrayed manipulated angry and doesn't know who to believe or trust anymore: Violent ends llc
One wants to rescue his princess and the other wants to make her his queen, These violent ends
pdf A debt is paid as two powerful families are joined and the result is Natalia feeling as if she's lost
her freedom, These violent ends book She feels insignificant and alone as she navigates her new
reality, Violent ends podcast Natalia finds herself at the mercy of the dark rich powerful ruthless
Cristiano de la Rosa. Our violent ends pdf download She couldn't ignore how devastatingly
handsome he was or how he unsettled her with one look: Violent ends podcast He was sensual
alluring and it would be so easy to fall under his spell. These violent ends pdf She had to resist
him and the explosive chemistry between them, Violent ends book summary She could feel his
hunger for her as she continually tested his control. These violent ends book It was inevitable he'd
devour and destroy her if she gave in to her desire but over time she began to crave and want the
man she knew she should fear. Our violent ends pdf She was confused as she kept uncovering
more layers to this complex man who wore many faces: Violent ends book summary She didn't
know anymore where her loyalty was and questioned was Cristiano the hero or the villian? -
Cristiano's darkness devastated, Our violent ends pdf Violent Ends (White Monarch #2) by Jessica
Hawkins was amazing! I was completely consumed with this addictive story full of secrets lies and
love. Our violent ends pdf download I still love Cristiano and he was the best part of this book by
far. Our violent ends book However I spent 98% of this book wanting to cunt punch Natalia,
Violent ends book summary Good gravy this chick has to be one of the most annoying heroines I
have ever read, Violent ends llc It didn't feel like much happened other than Cristiano and Natalia
dancing around each other. Violent ends podcast That said I am really hoping for a less annoying
heroine more sex and more action, Our violent ends book NOTHING s what it seems which is a
revelation for me and Natalia De La Rosa. Our violent ends ebook ALL of them I was so pissed but
kudos to her this pupa is morphing into a steel spine Monarch Butterfly: Violent ends llc Her voice
is not heard or just drowned in the cocophany of He said ; He said: Violent ends llc Trying to make
sense of the confusing fog surrounding her and trying to place her confidence into the cards she's
been dealt with: Violent ends llc She's not handing out her respect and trust but instead making
them earn it: Our violent ends ocean of pdf Her only allegiance and loyalty lies only with
HER!����I loved her strength and mettle: Violent ends llc “I am not your pawn”“You can move me
around buy me sell me berate me but you won’t break me. Our violent ends ebook I’ve known the
greatest pain a woman can—first losing my mother and then having my heart pulverized and my love
violated so ruthlessly, Our violent ends pdf ”This book is more about character development and
growth chart: Violent ends llc Very bold story will shake your shoulders till you see the truth 4.
Violent ends book summary 5 stars for The Badlands#BookBistroBlogApproved Follow me
:BookBistroBlog@gmail: Violent ends podcast Violent Ends (White Monarch #2) I had a life love
and future to give: Violent ends book summary On my wedding day he was the last man I
expected to see standing at the altar, Our violent ends ebook Getting Cristiano to lose control
becomes the name of the game and the stakes are life and death: Violent ends podcast But as
truth and lies blur loyalty is tested and our chemistry threatens to reach the melting point the prize
grows less clear, Violent ends podcast Either freedom no longer means what I think it does or
Cristiano is as devious as everyone says and he’s mastered the art of playing my mind[1]

And yet I do understand her hesitation. Jessica Hawkins always delivers and this is no different.I am
currently obsessed with Cristiano. Go in blind enjoy it! You won't regret it.Violent Ends is



suspenseful exciting and deliciously sinful.VEM. A THOUSAND. DEATHS. JESSICA HAWKINS
WHYYYYYYYYYYYYY?!That ending. DEAD. DEAD. DEAD. Cristiano steals the show. This man. I am
next level obsessed. I am TEAM C. ALL THE WAY. The action the suspense the passion the angst.
Gah. Jessica has blown my heart and my mind. I am utterly spent. I feel like I’ve ran a marathon. I
am so wrapped up in these characters. I never want to let them go. JD absolutely obliterated my
heart. DO YOURSELF A FAVOR READ THIS BOOK. Violent Ends (White Monarch #2) 4. I definitely
loved this one more than the first book. I’m still wishing for a character development tho. I feel it
coming. I. CAN'T. FREAKING. BREATHE!That ending. NO WORDS. I seriously don't know what to
do with myself right now. I'm reeling gasping freaking the fuck out. It's wild it's chaotic it's intense
and it's gritty. I just love it. I literally can't inhale the words fast enough. I. AM. SO. OBSESSED.
That ending KILLS. It's majorly. massively. This is everything I want in a story. They own each and
every page. Cristiano and Natalia become more real in Violent Ends. And Natalia . God this girl tests
the readers patience. I give this FIVE STARS. Five million stars! I will never get over these two. I
truly think The White Monarch series is mafia PERFECTION. I'm addicted to every detail. He's
dangerous controlled dominant and surprisingly attentive. When he was close she felt consumed by
passion.-He was beautiful in a way normal men could never touch.-I was his prisoner. I was at his
mercy. I was his. ***NOW AVAILABLE***https://amzn.to/2Rr8ErQ Violent Ends (White Monarch #2)
Hmmm.I am not completely sure how I felt about this book. Overall I enjoyed it. This author has
some fantastic writing skills for sure. I also felt like this book was mostly a filler book. Last it ends on
a crazy cliffhanger. I was engaged enough I will read book three. Fingers crossed. For. ALL men in
her life are trading her for power. But I haven’t broken yet and I won’t.Pulverized heart and shifting
loyalties are the central
theme.comhttps://twitter.com/BookBistroBlogwww.instagram.com/BookBistroBloghttps://Bookbistro
blogger.blogspot.comhttps://www.facebook.com/groups/BookB.Until my enemy took a wife. The devil
has a name and it’s Cristiano de la Rosa. He wants to make me his queen. His brother wants to
rescue his princess. All I know for certain is that nothing is certain. And all you need to know? This
is a love story. But even love stories have to end. Violent Ends (White Monarch #2).


